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Alan Melville's accomplished translations match the sophisticated elegance of Ovid's Latin.
Their witty modern idiom is highly entertaining. In this volume he has included the brilliant
version of the Art of Love by Moore, published more than fifty years ago and still unequalled; the
small revisions he has made will enhance the reader's admiration for Moore's
achievement.About the Series: For over 100 years Oxford World's Classics has made available
the broadest spectrum of literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects
Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other
valuable features, including expert introductions by leading authorities, voluminous notes to
clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much more.

'Melville has worked a miracle. It is difficult to imagine that there will ever be an English version
so faithful to the Latin, and written in such sound and engaging verse.' The Times.'Melville has
worked a miracle ... It is difficult to imagine that there will ever be an English version so faithful to
the Latin, and written in such sound and engaging verse.' David West, The Times'a new, faithful
yet engaging translation ... Ovid was a brilliant, innovative, elegant, witty and ironic poet, who
has entertained readers for thousands of years and this new version will give pleasure to many
more.' Day by DayAAbout the AuthorPublius Ovidius Naso, a Roman poet known to the English-
speaking world as Ovid, wrote on topics of love, abandoned women, and mythological
transformations. Ranked alongside Virgil and Horace as one of the three canonical poets of
Latin literature, Ovid was generally considered the greatest master of the elegiac couplet.
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Rev. Raynal A Monden, “For Lovers of Love Lovingly Written. If you (and your companion) are
definitely "deep" when it comes to anything that refers to love & romance (...simply "Acclaimed
Romanticist,") then, here's a book that's part of a series of classical writings by a very great Poet
that, still, to this very day, does not receive the deserved recognition for his many wonderful
compositions. ALL very important contributions, even to History, because all of his works, (as a
whole,) render a more clear understanding of life: social, occupational, political, domestic, even
in the marital sex life and all other "open aspects" of the world of sex in Rome from 25 BC. to 17
AD. -- Believe me, if you are, both, a Writer and an Artist, AND/OR (for THIS segment of his
works,) just "A Lover OF Love When Lovingly Written," you'll truly adore the great writings of
Publis Ovidius Naso, known as OVID.Born March 20, 43-BC. Which is, now, considered the first
day of spring on the United States calendar (and the day AFTER my own birthday on mine.
*laugh) ● If you buy it (even used--without writing) you be happy you did.”

Jack Alan Robbins, “Superb translation.. Ovid in some ways the most important of the ancient
Roman poets, as author of The Metamorphosis, the compendium of ancients myths well told
and enjoyably readable. This is his volumes of "love" and "romance guidance" poems brought
together and make excellent and enjoyable reading.”

Aran Joseph Canes, “A Beginner’s Ovid. As other reviewers have noted, this is a somewhat free
translation of Ovid. The meter has been changed, he’s been made to rhyme and corresponding
liberties obviously had to be taken with word selection.But that doesn’t mean it’s a bad
translation of Ovid. College students without thorough coursework in Latin can now enjoy the
wit, wisdom and playfulness of one of the greatest writers of the Augustan era. The Loeb
editions already contain the original. Why is a translation that captures the personality of the
poet along with the overall sense of the poesy not to be welcomed?Of course, Ovid is not all
banter and sunshine. The misogyny common to many Roman writers is expressed here in full.
Nor should it be said that times have changed. There were certainly men of the first century who
knew that rape victims are not lying when they say they were forced upon as Ovid explicitly
states.But I would argue that these horrendous sections make reading Ovid even more
important than if he simply wrote wittily about love. How is anyone to understand the misogyny
present in traditional Western culture unless one goes to the source?Witty, naughty and
sometimes something of a moral monster, Ovid is simply too good a poet and too influential on
later writers to ignore. As a non-scholarly edition I found this text of Ovid a joy to read and savor.
Only those with a sophisticated understanding of Latin need opt for another text.”

Bullshotinbutt, “Five Stars. Wonderful and came in perfect time for the class.”

yorkshirepudding, “A lovely gift.. A beautiful book.”



ROB HOWELL, “As advertised. Excellent.. As advertised. Excellent.”

MR M T DAVIES, “outstandingly good. I think all Melville's translations of Ovid are excellent -
they are accurate and they really catch the spirit of the original.”

Lyssa M, “Good. The book arrived the next day without any damages or delays. It looks nice, no
pages ripped out, missing or stuck together. The print looks just fine. I recommend ordering this
book.”

Ursula F., “in great. got this for my classics class, came as expected, in great condition”

The book by Edward Hirsch has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 81 people have provided feedback.
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